Abstract-In this paper, an improved index assignment procedure is proposed to reduce the channel error effect in a communication system employing classified vector quantization (CVQ). The proposed algorithm consists of two parts: inner index assignment (IIA) and cross index assignment (CIA). The IIA reduces the distortion resulting from the error in order bits, presenting the identity of each code vector in a subcodebook. The CIA modifies the indexes assigned by the IIA in such a way that the effect of the channel error occurring in class bits, indicating the class information of the code vector, can be minimized.
I. INTRODUCTION
V ECTOR quantization (VQ) is a powerful tool in achieving image data compression for low bit rates. However, the most serious problem in ordinary VQ is edge degradation. Since an edge is a very significant perceptual feature in the image, a faithful coding scheme that preserves the edge integrity is of importance. To alleviate the edge degradation in VQ, Ramamurthi and Gersho [1] introduced a classified VQ (CVQ) technique, and Kim [2] proposed an effective edge classification scheme based on discrete cosine transform (DCT) domain procedures.
In the communication system using CVQ, the binary indexes of code vectors selected by the encoder are transmitted through noisy channels. The binary indexes may be corrupted by the channel noise, and the corrupted index is decoded into a code vector of another or the same subcodebook. Hence, the reconstructed subblocks may have different properties (shade or nonshade, edge orientation, edge location) from those of the transmitted code vector. It is important to evaluate the performance of a CVQ communication system in the presence of channel noise.
In this paper, we are concerned with nonredundant coding systems, i.e., coding without explicit error precaution. The effect of channel errors on a zero-redundancy quantizer can be severe if the code-word indexes are not carefully selected. Code words that interchange frequently may be far apart in signal space and cause large contributions to the overall distortion when transmission errors do occur.
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Publisher Item Identifier S 1051-8215(99)02958-4. For ordinary VQ codebooks, several studies have been conducted [3] - [7] . Zeger and Gersho [3] compute a cost function that governs a binary index-swap strategy, called the binary switching algorithm (BSA), while Farvardin [4] proposed the channel-optimized VQ (COVQ) to solve the problem. McLaughlin et al. [5] show that the natural binary code is optimal for uniform vector quantizers and uniform source distribution. Recently, Chiang and Potter [6] presented a paper where a minimax criterion was used instead of the usual mean square error criterion in channel coding. Wang et al. [7] proposed a codebook organization algorithm, which is good for the progressive transmission of a vector quantized image.
In this paper, a proper index assignment procedure for a CVQ codebook to minimize the channel error effect is proposed. For this purpose, the index vectors of a single subcodebook are assigned by inner index assignment (IIA), and the assigned indexes are modified by cross index assignment (CIA) in the combining procedure of several subcodebooks. This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes a communication system employing CVQ over noisy channels. In Section III, we propose an index assignment method for a single VQ codebook and investigate the computational complexity of IIA. Another procedure that reassigns indexes of all subcodebooks of CVQ is described in Section IV. Computer simulation results of the proposed algorithm are presented in Section V. A brief conclusion is given in Section VI. . The codebook is composed of subcodebooks, . The size of the entire codebook is . Each code vector of every subcodebook is represented with bits of binary index vector . It is assumed that the communication channel is memoryless and binary symmetric in nature, and the transmitted indexes are exposed to the additive channel noise , which results in the bit-error probability . Then the distortion resulting from the channel noise is represented by (1) where the weighted distortion between and is defined as (2) is the a priori probability of , and denotes the probability that the transmitter sends and the receiver gets . When the bit-error probability of the channel is sufficiently small, the probability of multiple bit errors in an index is very small relative to that of zero or one bit error. Hence, in this paper, only the effects of a single bit error in an index will be considered. In this case, the distortion in (1) can be approximated as (3) where and represents the Hamming distance between and . Note that the number of elements in is , and is constant for all and in (3) . Hence, the problem can be stated as finding the index assignment minimizing (4)
II. SYSTEM MODEL

III. INNER INDEX ASSIGNMENT
In this section, we present a method that assigns the indexes to the code vectors of a single VQ codebook. The method can be used for the assignment of order bits of a subcodebook, which present the identity of each code vector in a subcodebook, to reduce the distortion from the errors occurring in order bits. For a VQ codebook composed of code vectors, each code vector is identified with an bits binary index vector. The problem of minimizing the of (4) involves searching every possible index assignment for the one that yields the best possible performance. This task requires enormous computational complexity, since there are assignments of index vectors (for example, when ). Thus, a suboptimal solution to this problem is sought.
Consider two particular code vectors and , and let denote the reduction in due to the exchange of indexes of and . The Appendix shows that can be expressed as (5) where and if otherwise (6) Suppose that the terms and (7) in (5) for the code vector , are computed and stored initially. Then, using those values in (7), can be computed for . Choose and such that (8) where two numbers and indicate the identification numbers of two code vectors whose indexes are chosen to be switched. For the values of satisfying either or and
, the values of terms in (7) have to be updated. Then, using those updated values, a new pair of numbers indicating new two code vectors whose indexes are to be switched can be selected. Inner index assignment based on this iterative procedure is summarized in Fig. 2 . The algorithm stops when no further improvement in is achieved, i.e., . Hence, a successive application of Steps 3-5 in Fig. 2 results in a sequence of the index assignments for which the corresponding 's form a strictly decreasing sequence of positive numbers, where an index assignment is different from any one that the IIA had previously generated. The switching of two indexes does not exclude the finding of the globally optimal index assignment, but the algorithm converges to a locally optimal solution due to the restriction that only two code vectors are switched in each iteration.
Most of IIA's computational burdens are in Steps 2 and 3. In Step 2, for each code vector [i.e., ] code vectors have to be considered in computing the values of the terms of (7). These values are computed for all code vectors [i.e., ]. So the total computation required in this step is . In Step 3, we select a switch having maximum among cases. Hence, the number of computations required in Step 3 is . Exchanging indexes and changes the value of the terms in (7) should be considered. Hence, Step 5 requires the computation of . Therefore, the total computation required in IIA becomes (9) where denotes the number of iterations.
IV. CROSS INDEX ASSIGNMENT
Now, we combine two subcodebooks into a larger one. This combining procedure is conducted recursively, i.e., the combined codebook is combined with another combined codebook into a larger codebook. For the clear and simple description of the algorithm without any loss of generality, we consider the case for in the following. In this case, we assume that represents a subcodebook for shade region and and represent subcodebooks for horizontal, 45 diagonal, 135 diagonal, and vertical edge, respectively. and denote the sizes of and , respectively. Suppose that the sizes of the subcodebooks are chosen as and because the majority of the real image is the shade region. The bit composition of index vectors of subcodebooks is shown in Fig. 3 . An index vector is composed of class bits and order bits, where the class bits indicate the class information and the order bits present the identity of each code vector in a subcodebook. Subcodebook has one bit for a class-bit indicating a shade region vector, while others have three bits for class bits, whose first bit means edge region and next two bits represent the class of edges. A larger codebook of code vectors is obtained by combining subcodebooks and , as shown in Fig. 4 . The order bits of and , which have been assigned by IIA, are identical. Only one bit of the class bits of is different from that of . An error in the class bits changes a code vector of a subcodebook into that of another subcodebook that has the same order bits as those of the original code vector.
Consider two subcodebooks and , whose code vectors are denoted by and , respectively. Then, the weighted distortion resulting from the error in class bits is (10) where order bits of index vector of are equal to those of . CIA minimizes by modifying the indexes assigned through IIA.
To describe the relation between index vectors and code vectors, we consider a binary tree of size and depth in Fig. 5 , where . The binary index vector representing a terminal node is composed of the binary labels on the branches from the root node to the terminal node. It is assumed that the indexes of code vectors are initially assigned using the IIA and that the code vector having index , which we call the code vector , is allocated to terminal node . This arrangement of code vectors is defined as the initial arrangement.
Definition 1: For all nonterminal nodes (2 nodes) of a particular depth , the exchanging of code vectors between the terminal nodes appended to the left branch and those appended to the right branch of each nonterminal node is defined as Exchange .
Note that Exchange complements the binary value at the th most significant bit (MSB) of index vectors of all code vectors and that the new location of the code vector becomes terminal node . Proof of Property 2: Let denote the set of integers defined as (11) where represents the th MSB of the binary number . Then, the number of elements of will be . Initially, the code vector is located at terminal node . Let be a member of . By taking Exchange , the new index of will be , and the new location of the code vector will become terminal node . Hence, and . Choose any element from , say, , and take the Exchange operation on the binary tree. Then, the new index of will be and . Repeating this process times, we get the final index of the code vector as zero, i.e., is located at terminal node 0. Example 2: Fig. 5 possible index assignments for code vectors, each of which results in the same value of . We call each of the possible index assignments described in Property 4 a possible assignment (PA). A possible assignment search algorithm (PASA) that obtains all the possible assignments of code vectors having the same by making use of the above properties is described in Fig. 6 . In the PASA, a particular code vector of the initial arrangement is moved from terminal node to terminal node 0 through Exchange operations. In Step 0, code vectors are initially arranged to the terminal nodes with the initial arrangement, and is initialized as zero. In Step 1, the integer parameter , which indicates the depth in which Exchange occurs, is initialized as zero. The current indicates the terminal node number at which is located currently and is initialized as . In
Step 2, the current is compared to the threshold ref , which is the number of terminal nodes appended to each branch (left or right) of a node at depth to determine whether or not Exchange occurs. In Step 3, is incremented by one and ref is updated. Upon completion the search for would be at terminal node 0. Then, we obtain one of possible assignments in Step 4, and the terminal nodes are assigned with code vectors of the initial arrangement, as in
Step 0. Next, is considered after is incremented by one. This process is repeated until becomes . CIA using the PASA is described in Fig. 7 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
The algorithms proposed in this paper can be used in the low bit-rate VQ-based encoding systems that operate on noisy channels, such as in mobile radio communications, satellite communications, and storage systems. Specifically, in the mobile satellite system using a zero-redundancy errorcontrol technique [8] , the codebook optimized by the proposed algorithms can be used to reduce the degradation due to channel errors. When the channel bandwidth is limited [9] , it makes sense to give different levels of protection to the data according to their importance. In this case, while the more important data (e.g., header data and synchronization data) are transmitted after applying the channel coding technique, the less important data (e.g., index of code vector) are transmitted without error protection. This section will present numerical results for the algorithms discussed in Sections III and IV.
A. Performance of IIA
The change in and the computational load of IIA have been compared with those of BSA [3] . In designing a single VQ codebook, 19 different 512 512 monochromatic images are used for training the Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) algorithm [10] , and indexes are initially assigned to the code vectors randomly. The size of the codebook and the vector dimension are set to and , respectively. The simulation has been carried out with a DEC 3000 system. We checked the elapsed CPU time with a resolution of 1/60 s. Fig. 8 shows variations of values of as the iteration number increases. In each iteration, the IIA achieves more reduction in than BSA because the former selects the switch that gives a maximum among all possible switches, while the latter does not. In Fig. 8 , the BSA consumes a CPU time of 1 898 635 (1/60 s) for 455 iterations, and the IIA consumes 20 182 (1/60 s), which is 1.06% of the time required by the BSA. This ensures that the computational burden of the IIA is much smaller than that of the BSA.
The CPU time consumed by the BSA and IIA is measured over several codebook sizes and iteration numbers ; the results are described in Table I . It shows that the computational complexity of IIA is much smaller than that of the BSA as and increase.
Levels of robustness against channel error for the various index assignment procedures are shown in Fig. 9 . The LENA image data obtained by various index assignment algorithms are transmitted over the channel in which the bit-error probability changes from 10 to 10 . The peak signal-to-noise ratios (PSNR's) of the reconstructed images have been measured. "BSA" refers to the result obtained by using the BSA by allowing the same CPU consumption time as the IIA. In "GLA splitting," indexes are assigned by using the "splitting algorithm" in [11] . "Random assignment" uses the randomly assigned index for the VQ codebook. The IIA outperforms others over the entire range of channel error probability, and its superiority becomes clear as the bit-error probability increases. However, since "random assignment" and "GLA splitting" are much simpler than "IIA" and "BSA," and the performance gain of IIA is small in the low bit-error probability (near 10 ), it would be better to use IIA in the case of high bit-error probability ( 10 ) . The performance comparison between the IIA and COVQ is shown in Fig. 10 . "COVQ" represents the case where the COVQ codebooks are optimized [4] for the bit-error probabilities , , and . It can be observed that the performance of COVQ is excellent for the bit-error rate at which the COVQ codebooks are optimized. At other bit-error probabilities, COVQ's are ineffective. As described in [4] , the usefulness of the COVQ may be restricted due to the increased training time required for the design of the COVQ codebook and the channel mismatch problem.
B. Performance of the Proposed Algorithms (IIA and CIA)
In this section, the performance of the proposed algorithms (IIA CIA) have been investigated via computer simulation. In this simulation, each subcodebook is obtained through the LBG algorithm. Image blocks were classified in DCT domain, as in [2] . The sizes of the generated codebooks are . Performance comparisons of several CVQ codebooks are given in Figs. 11-15 . "Proposed algorithm" indicates the result obtained by using the CVQ codebook, which is generated by CIA from the subcodebooks obtained by the IIA. In applying CIA, the consumed CPU time is 484 (1/60 s), which is much smaller than the time (in Table I ) required by IIA. "BSA" refers to the case in which subcodebooks are generated by the BSA with the same CPU time as the IIA. "Random assignment" uses a CVQ codebook with the random index assignment. Fig. 11 shows the results for the case in which channel errors occur in order bits only. It can be observed that the proposed algorithm is effective in reducing the channel error effect occurring in order bits. Fig. 12 shows the results for the case with channel errors in class bits only. The performance of the BSA is almost the same as that of random assignment because the former assigns the indexes of the code vectors without considering class bits. CIA performs better in decreasing the channel error effect in class bits. The overall performance of the proposed algorithms is given in Figs. 13 and 14 for the Lena image and Pepper image, respectively, where the channel errors are allowed in both class bits and order bits. A codebook obtained by using the proposed algorithm (IIA CIA) outperforms others over the entire range of channel error probability.
The index assignment algorithms mentioned in Sections III and IV consider a single bit error. If the interleaver is used for the bits of index vectors at the encoder, multiple bit errors resulting from the burst noise possibly can be converted into a single error. To reduce the distortion resulting from the burst error, we interleave the order bits of the index vectors by using an 8 5 block interleaver [12, ch. 6] . The noise channel is assumed to be of a Gilbert model [13] , with the transition probability from bad channel state to good channel state. Fig. 15 shows the PSNR's of various algorithms over the burst noise channel with . It can be observed that the proposed encoding scheme (IIA CIA Interleaver) outperforms others over the entire range of transition probability from good channel state to bad channel state.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
An algorithm (composed of IIA and CIA) to assign the indexes of CVQ codebooks has been proposed. IIA assigns the order bits of indexes, and CIA modifies the indexes assigned by IIA so that the channel error effect can be reduced.
The simulation results show that by using the proposed index assignment procedure, an image can be transmitted through a noisy channel, preserving a good image quality even without employing a channel coding scheme. 
When the indexes between and are exchanged, the distortion in (4) after the switch becomes 
